ABSTRACT The latest Joint Video Exploration Team employs quad-tree plus binary-tree (QTBT) block partitioning structure, which can improve coding performance significantly than High Efficiency Video Coding with hugely increased encoding complexity. To address this issue, we propose a novel fast QTBT partition method through a convolutional neural network (CNN). Specifically, the proposed algorithm uses CNN to predict the QTBT partition depth range of 32 × 32 block directly according to the inherent texture richness of the image, rather than to judge split or not at each depth level. For training optimization, we introduce a misclassification penalty term combined with L2 HingeLoss function, which can further boost the classification accuracy. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method; our rate-distortion maintaining setting can achieve 42.33% complexity reduction with just 0.69% bitrate increase. Our low complexity setting can achieve 62.08% complexity reduction with 2.04% bitrate increase.
I. INTRODUCTION
With huge demands of new applications on Ultra-High Definition (UHD) videos, the Joint Video Exploration Team (JVET) [1] working for future video coding standard was founded in October 2015. Joint Exploration Model (JEM), current reference test model of JVET, with a compression capability that significantly exceeds that of the High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC), including its extensions to screen content coding and high dynamic range coding [2] , [3] .
JVET adopts a lot of advanced coding technologies, including highly flexible quad-tree plus binary-tree (QTBT) block structure [4] , 65 intra directional prediction modes, position dependent intra prediction combination (PDPC) [5] , and so on. Compared with HM16.9, JEM 5.0 can provide 20% Bjontegaard Delta bitrate (BD-rate) reduction under AllIntra (AI) configuration [6] . On the other hand, QTBT blocks partition algorithm leads to a 523% encoding complexity increase in AI configuration [7] . So, it is a hot research topic to investigate fast encoding methods. However, it is challenging for designing a fast coding algorithm, due to the high flexibility of the QTBT partition structure. Specifically, QTBT partition structure in JVET poses three major challenges: 1) JVET removes the separation of the coding units (CU), prediction units (PU) and transform units (TU) concepts. CUs will be used for prediction and transform without any further partitioning. This implies that existing fast algorithms for CU/PU structure used in HEVC cannot be directly implemented in JVET.
2) JVET employs QTBT block partition structure, which supports four depths quad-tree (QT) partition plus three depths binary-tree (BT) partition. A CU in QTBT structure can have either a square or rectangular shape, and supports a wide variety of sizes in intra coding, e.g. This means that it may not be desirable for fast algorithms to judge split/up-split at each depth level.
3) In JVET, the intra prediction mode has been extended to 67 types (includes planar mode, DC mode, and 65 directional modes). With the increase of CU shapes and prediction modes, the differences of characteristics between various CUs become smaller. This means that, fast algorithms based on statistical correlations may be harder to achieve good results.
These challenges motivate us to develop a novel fast QTBT partition algorithm based on deep learning strategies for JVET. Specifically, the QTBT block partition optimization process is modeled as a multi classification problem and resolved by a CNN classifier. When encoding, CNN makes an online classification according to the properties of the current CU itself. Then, classification results for each block are utilized by the encoder, to limit the candidate partition depth. Unlike previous learning based algorithms, we predict the depth range of a 32 × 32 block directly and try to address the inherent problems related to this approach, rather than to judge split or not at each depth level.
For network optimization, we introduce a misclassification penalty term combined with L2 HingeLoss, which is driven by the distance between the ground truth label and predicted label. The proposed loss function takes full use of the characteristics of our QTBT category design, can restrain the adverse effect of misclassification. We also can make the trade-off between the rate-distortion (RD) performance and time saving by setting different partition methods. Experimental results over various test sequences show that encoding complexity can be reduced by 62.08% under our ''Low Complexity'' setting, and 42.33% under ''RD Maintaining'' setting without obvious RD performance decrease.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as following:
1) We propose an end-to-end fast QTBT block partition framework for JVET. The QTBT structure optimization process is modeled as a multi classification problem, and online classification results serve as a basis for setting QTBT partition.
2) Unlike previous learning based algorithms, we design a single network to predict the depth range in 32 × 32 CU directly, rather than to judge split/un-split at each depth of CU, which can preserve prediction accuracy and reduce the encoding complexity simultaneously.
3) Different from previous hierarchical binary classification model, we model CU depth decision problem as a multi classification problem, and the method of category setting which reflects the texture richness of the CU. 4) For training optimization, we design an objective function consists of a class penalty term and L2 HingeLoss function, which leverage the characteristics of category settings. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed objection function can further boost the classification accuracy.
5) Instead of using spatiotemporal correlations, or prior encoding information, the proposed algorithm only uses properties of the current CU itself. That is, our algorithm does not rely on context information, so it is friendly to parallel encoding and independent decoding. This paper is an extended version of our previous conference version [8] . In [8] , we show that it is beneficial using CNN classifier to track the complex QTBT optimization task, and provide preliminary results. Substantial extensions are multifold. First, we investigate the distribution of QTBT partition depths, and analyze the impact of category settings. Second, training loss functions are totally different in the two papers, and L2 HingeLoss combined with a misclassification penalty term is first proposed in this paper. Third, much more experimental results, analyses, and discussions are presented in this paper.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related works. Section 3 introduces the QTBT structure, and category analysis. In section 4, the proposed CNN architecture, loss function, training and testing results are presented. Section 5 describes the fast QTBT partition algorithm based on CNN for JVET. In section 6, experimental results and discussions are presented to verify the performance of the proposed method. Finally, section 7 concludes the paper with a summary.
II. RELATED WORKS
A lot of fast intra coding methods have been proposed [9] - [20] , which can be divided into the following three categories.
A. TRADITIONAL METHOD BASED ON STATISTICAL CORRELATION
Traditional fast coding methods, mainly based on statistics analysis of the temporal and spatial correlation, and then dynamically skip the unpromising CU depths or early terminate the CU mode in rate-distortion optimization (RDO) processes. Shen et al. [9] . exploited RD cost and mode correlations among different depth levels and spatially neighboring CUs. The depth levels that are rarely chosen as the optimal depth in neighboring CUs are skipped. In [10] , an early CU depth decision algorithm based on the regular updates of the statistical parameters was proposed for HEVC intra coding. In [11] , Zhang and Ma exploited the early CU split termination algorithm if the estimated RD cost of all sub CUs is larger than that of the parent CU. In [12] , a fast CU size decision algorithm based on global and local edge complexities was proposed. In [13] , Lei et al. proposed a fast intra prediction method based on content property analysis. That CUs are classified into natural or screen content, based on the statistical characteristics. Meanwhile, the bit per pixel of the current CU and the depth information of neighboring CUs are utilized to further improve the performance. In JVET-F0063 [14] , the proposed method skips the BT partition process of the second sub CU, when the RD cost of the parent CU and the first sub CU satisfies the specified constraints. In JVET-D0077 [15] , the reuse of split decision and intra prediction mode was proposed, if the same block in the other partition choices has the same neighboring VOLUME 6, 2018 encoded blocks. All these methods are efficient in reducing the computational complexity with slight quality degradation. However, these methods are highly depending on prior statistical information, resulting in low prediction accuracy for complex situations.
B. CLASSIFICATION METHOD BASED ON MACHINE LEARNING
Supervised learning based method is another approach to enhance the encoding speed. In fact, the decision of the optimal CU partition depth can be modeled as a hierarchical binary classification problem with skip/un-skip or split/unsplit, which can be optimized by machine learning methods. Significant effort has been devoted to optimize this kind method, and achieved encouraging results.
In [16] , models early termination decision is modeled as a binary classification problem with skip/un-skip. And the Neyman-Pearson based rule is employed to balance the RD performance loss and the complexity reduction. Furthermore, an online training scheme is used to periodically update the probability density distributions for different QPs and CUs. In [17] , Zhang et al. modeled the CU depth decision problem as a hierarchical binary classification problem, where a joint classifier consisting of multiple support vector machine (SVM) was proposed by considering the risk of false prediction. In addition, a RD complexity model is derived to optimize the coding complexity and RD performance. In [18] , three classifiers are trained for different CU sizes 64 × 64, 32 × 32, 16 × 16, to early termination of the CU splitting process. Its decision based on two carefully selected features, that is mean squared error and number of encoded bits metrics.
In [19] , a fast mode decision algorithm was proposed for screen content coding based on decision tree classifiers. Firstly, a CU is classified as either a natural image block (NIB) or a screen content block (SCB). An NIB is further classified as ''partitioned'' or ''non-partitioned''. The non-partitioned block is classified as ''directional'' or ''nondirectional''. Furthermore, additional mode/partition checking is terminated, once the RD cost of the current mode is lower than a statistics-based threshold. In [20] , early termination decision of CU partition processes is regarded as a data classification problem, which is efficiently solved by a set of binary decision trees for different CU sizes. In [21] , QTBT structure is integrated into the HM 13.0, and an effective CU partition decision algorithm is proposed for HEVC, where a joint decision tree classifier was designed to eliminate unnecessary iterations, based on six hand-crafted features, including block size, texture, neighboring partition depth, and so on.
Machine learning method can learn features from big data of complex situations and give the optimal solution. However, the performance of these approaches highly depends on the hand-crafted features. To design and extract some discriminating features is critical, but it often depends upon experience and experimentation.
C. END-TO-END LEARNING METHOD BASED ON NEURAL NETWORKS
Recently, deep learning strategies have become the research hotspot in the field of image classification [22] , [23] , object detection [24] , [25] , semantic segmentation [26] , image super-resolution [27] , [28] , and so on. However, a limited number of papers in the literature uses deep learning methods to solve fast coding problems.
One of the most relevant work is [29] . In [29] , Liu et al. proposed a CNN oriented fast intra CU depth decision algorithm for HEVC. In order to share the same CNN architecture, 32 × 32 and 16 × 16 CUs are first subsampled to 8 × 8 pixel matrix, and then sent into the CNN nets for classification. The return value of nets indicates whether needing to split at each depth level. This work revealed the power potential of CNN used for fast coding. But considering the computational complexity and the difficulty of network training, CU mode decision for homogeneous blocks and edge blocks is still judged via conventional edge strength analysis method, rather than by end-to-end learning method. Moreover, the architecture of CNN in [29] is relatively shallow, as it only contains two convolutional layers, which causes it is difficult to learn discriminative features to accurately predict the CU partition. And, its average BD-rate loss is 4.79%, might be far from the state-of-the-art results.
The most recent work [30] has developed a deeper and wider CNN architecture to predict CU structure for HEVC. The overall CU partition is regarded as a combination of binary classifiers at three levels, which represents three levels of decisions on whether to split a parent CU into sub CUs. Therefore, 12 deep CNN classifiers are trained for 3 different CU sizes 64 × 64, 32 × 32 and 16 × 16 at 4 QPs{22, 27, 32, and 37}. Although training different models for different sizes and QPs can improve prediction accuracy, this approach is inconvenient when applied to JVET, since there are too many CU sizes under the QTBT structure.
In this work, we investigate CNN applied to newly developing JVET with QTBT structure, and formulate the QTBT depth range as a multi classification problem, rather than to judge split or not at each depth of CU. Moreover, we design a loss function based on task characteristics, to boost the classification accuracy. Experimental results demonstrate that, our deep learning model can extract complex robust features from raw samples, and show good generalization ability to various test sequences with a wide range of resolutions.
III. QTBT STRUCTURE AND CATEGORY ANALYSIS A. QUAD-TREE PLUS BINARY-TREE BLOCK PARTITION STRUCTURE
In JVET, one of the most influential new technologies is quad-tree plus binary-tree partition structure [4] , [31] , which can provide more flexibility on CU prediction than quadtree based HEVC. CUs in QTBT block structure can have either square or rectangle shape, which can support much more flexible partition shapes, and can better match the local characteristics of an image. Fig.1 illustrates an example of I slice block partition by using QTBT structure. A coding tree unit (CTU) is firstly partitioned by a quad-tree structure, and the quad-tree splitting of one node can be iterated until the node reaches the minimum allowed quad-tree leaf node size (MinQTSize, i.e., 8 × 8, as shown in Table 1 ). If the leaf quad-tree node size is larger than 32 × 32, it will not be further split by the binary-tree, since the CU size exceeds the MaxBTSize (i.e., 32×32). Otherwise, the leaf quad-tree node will be further partitioned by the binary-tree. The binary-tree splitting of one node can be iterated until the node reaches the minimum allowed binarytree leaf node size (MinBTSize, i.e., 4) or the maximum allowed binary-tree depth (MaxBTDepth, i.e., 3).
Be similar to HEVC, JVET encoder will evaluate every possible combination of QTBT partition structures, and choose the optimal QTBT partition structure with the minimum RD cost, as in (1).
Where, SSD(s, c, m|QP) is the sum of squared difference between the original CU pixels sand the reconstructed pixels c. R(s, c, m|QP) represents the rate costs which is needed to encode the CU using the modem and quantization parameter QP, and λ m (QP) is the Lagrangian multiplier.
This traverse calculation strategy is of extremely high complexity and makes it difficult for real-time implementation. Moreover, experiments reveal that the encoding complexity increase with the CU depth level proportional [17] . Therefore, fast coding algorithms with negligible RD performance loss are important and highly desired.
B. CATEGORY ANALYSIS
In this work, the QTBT partition optimization process is modeled as a multi classification problem, and set category according to the maximum QTBT partition depth within a 32 × 32 CU. It can be formulated as (2) . class_depth = arg max(QTBTDepth sub_CU i ),
Where, class_depth is the maximum QTBT partition depth of sub_CU i within a 32 × 32 CU. And, QTBTDepth CU i represents the final optimal QTBT partitioning depth of sub_CU i , since the partition of binary-tree is based on the leaf of quadtree node. In fact, QTBTDepth CU i represents the minimum splitting shapes. Considering local spatial correlations of images, the minimum splitting shapes often reflect the texture richness of the whole 32 × 32 block. Fig. 2 illustrates the image samples of 32 × 32 CU belonging to each kind of class_depth in the collected database. Starting from the leftmost column to right, as the class_depth value increases, image texture becomes more and more complex. In fact, we leverage characteristics of intra coding to set the category. As we can observe from Fig. 2 that, deeper class_depth is more suitable for areas which usually containing multiple objects or have complicated texture. On the contrary, shallower class_depth is more suitable for encoding areas with smooth texture in the horizontal or vertical direction. This phenomenon conforms to intra coding characteristics, which is encoded based on its own texture.
TABLE 2. Distribution of optimal class_depth in JVET (%).
In addition, considering the QTBT parameters setting for I slice in JVET (maxBTSize is 32 × 32, and minQTSize is 8×8) [6] , we use 32×32 CUs as the basis for classification, which can cover all of the BT partition depth, also can expand to the larger size of QT partition flexibility, see section 5 for details.
Distribution of 32 × 32 CU's optimal partition depths is listed in table 2, which is obtained by JVET reference software JEM 3.1 encoding under AI main configuration [32] . Six training sequences with various resolutions and properties are encoded with four QPs{22, 27, 32, and 37}. Among these training sequences, ''Kebia'' has a large global and local motion, ''BQMall'' and ''Traffic'' are with a large local motion, ''Johnny'' is with large smooth and static background, ''Cactus'' is with rich texture and local pendulum motion, ''Tango'' is a typical 4K resolution video with moderate motion.
We observe that distribution of class_depth and the QP is highly correlated; the average probability of shallow class_depth increases and the deeper class_depth decreases as the QP increases. Take ''Cactus'' sequence as an example, when the QP increases from 22 to 37, the proportion of the class_depth ''4'' increases from 4.7% up to 25.6%; while on the other side, the proportion of the class_depth ''10'' drops from 30.3% to 5.6%. Since the optimal depth level is highly dependent with content and QP, it is not efficient to calculate RD cost at all depth levels. Therefore, it is desirable to exclude unnecessary partition depth.
We can also observe from table 2 that, the proportion of each class is imbalanced seriously on average; the proportion of the class_depth ''4'', ''7'', ''9'', ''10'' was significantly higher than the other classes. Our experiments found that, it's hard to get an ideal result when training those imbalanced categories directly. Specifically, class_depth ''5'', ''6'' and ''8'' have relatively lower recognition rates, as the confusion matrix shown in Fig. 3(a) . It also has been proven by previous work [33] that the imbalance of data distribution will affect the classification accuracy. To address this problem, we merge minority and ambiguous classes into a super category, utilizing the knowledge of the confusion matrix and proportion of each class. Specifically, we merge the class_depth ''5'' and ''6'', and merge the class_depth ''8'' and ''9''. Surprisingly, we obtain 4.67% higher classification accuracy overall on the validation dataset, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . This agrees with the findings in [34] , when ambiguous classes are merged into a smaller number of categories, it results in a more consistent category structure that greatly facilitates learning a better weight matrix of CNN.
Based on the above analysis, the QTBT partition depth range can be categorized into five classes: very shallow, shallow, medium, deep and high deep, according to the class_depth. Each 32 × 32 CU is categorized into one out of five classes, and each class corresponds to related QTBT partition depth, as documented in Table 3 .
C. TRAINING SAMPLE COLLECTION
Training samples (raw 32 × 32 CU Luma components) are collected by the original JEM 3.1 encoder. Six training sequences with various resolutions and properties (as introduced in section B) are encoded with four QPs{22, 27, 32, and 37}, and training samples for different QPs are combined into one big training dataset finally. To avoid similar frames and duplicate CU samples in the training dataset, we extract 13 sample frames to encode from each sequence with TemporalSubsampleRatio=8. Given that our training dataset are categorized according to the depth of the QTBT partition, which is determined by the RD cost, unlike CIFAR or ImageNet dataset classified according to the natural objects such as cat, bird and horse. In order to establish a basic distinction between categories, we need to eliminate the samples whose RD cost difference between the optimal and sub-optimal partition structure is too small. Our results are consistent with those reported in [29] , who experimentally demonstrate that such samples will make the nets trapped in ill-conditions in the training. For that reason, samples with | RDCost| ≤ 0.01 are discarded, RDCost is specified by the following formula:
Where, RDCost opt and RDCost sub denominate the RD costs of the optimal and sub-optimal partition mode, respectively. Finally, about 200k samples were collected in total, eighty percent of them are used for training, and the remaining are used as the cross validation set. It is worth noting that, we cannot employ flipping, translation, and other data augmentation techniques in this task. Because, any processing to the raw pixel, will affect the QTBT partition structure.
IV. CNN ARCHITECTURE AND TRAINING

A. CNN ARCHITECTURE
Convolutional neural networks are at the core of most stateof-the-art computer vision solutions for a wide variety of tasks [35] , [36] . In our task, performance improvement also reliant on high quality features learned from raw pixels. We design and train a single network, as shown by Fig. 4 , to predict the QTBT partition class.
The front part of the proposed network is an all convolutional net, which is mainly based on the framework of ResNets [22] , and used to extract image features. The feature map extracted by the residual units can be calculated as follows:
Here, x l i,j and x l+1 i,j are input and output of the l-th residual units, (i,j) is the pixel index in the feature map, w and b represent weights matrix and bias respectively, and max(0, x l i,j · w 0 + b 0 ) is the rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation functions [37] .
We use stride convolutions to reduce the feature maps resolution of residual units, which allows the network to learn its own spatial down-sampling. Specially, in the projection shortcuts, we use 1 × 1 convolutional with stride 2. In the residual connection, we use 3 × 3 convolutional, with stride 2 and pad 1. Besides, dropout with rate 0.2 is inserted between convolutional layers, when reducing spatial dimension.
The latter part of the proposed network is used to realize the nonlinear fusion of image features and QPs. Here, we first employ 1 × 1 convolutional, which is used for strengthening the connection between different feature channels. Then, global averaging pooling flattens the two-dimensional image features into one dimensional vector. Finally, two-layer multilayer perception (MLP) is used for the nonlinear fusion of QPs and image feature, and outputs classification results.
Different from the previous works [17] , [18] , [30] , they train multiple models for different QP values; our approach trains a single general CNN classifier for different QPs, which provides convenience for practical applications. However, image features and QPs generally exhibit nonlinear distributions, and they cannot be separated by linear convolutional filters [23] . So, using MLP is necessary in this task, and neuron responses in MLP layer can be calculated as follows:
Note that y n should be the ''raw'' response of neurons in MLP, not the output classification label of network. The network's final classification result l would be the neuron with the maximum response.
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B. LOSS FUNCTION
Most deep learning methods for classification are trained using softmax outputs and cross-entropy cost function (namely SoftmaxWithLosslayer in Caffe). Although SoftmaxWithLoss produces good results, we found that using the L2 HingeLoss combined with a misclassification penalty term as objective function yields better classification accuracy in this task.
In the fast CU decision task, misclassification of a different situation has different impacts on the RD performance. For example, as shown in table 2, if the true class_depth ''10'' is falsely predicted as ''4'', degrades RD performance of coding. Since the class_depth ''10'' represents current 32×32 CU should be partitioned into smaller CUs. However, if the true class_depth ''10'' is falsely predicted as ''9'', although this will inevitably cause the RD performance degradation, but the magnitude of the decline is much lighter. Since the minimum and maximum QTBT partition depth represented by class_depth ''9'' is closer to the class_depth ''10''.
To take advantage of these properties, restrain the adverse effect of misclassifications, we design a misclassification penalty term which is driven by the distance between the ground truth class label and predicated class label. The corresponding optimization problem can be formulated as follows:
Here, S represents the samples number of a batch; C s = H 2 + βP represents the proposed loss function for each sample. And, H n = max(1+y n t n , 0) represents the HingeLoss when a sample is classified into various classes. P = (L − l) 2 represents the misclassification penalty term for each sample, and β is the parameter that controls the relative importance. L represents the sample's ground truth label, and l represents the final predicted class label, as defined in (6) . This objective function is minimized using stochastic gradient descent algorithm with the standard back-propagation.
C. NETS TRAINING AND TESTING
Our proposed network and loss function is built on the publicly available code of Caffe [38] . During training, we don't make any kind of preprocessing on the import pixels. This enables the nets to extract and deliver more useful information from the raw data through proper training.
We apply a two-stage training procedure with different training samples to effectively reduce the difficulty of training. We first pre-training the network by only using the samples collected under QP 27, in order to initialize the network parameters in a potentially good basin of attraction. Then, samples collected under four QPs{22, 27, 32, and 37} are applied for formal training, to ensure the networks adapt to the natural distribution of classes.
On the first stage for pre-training, we use the Nesterov accelerated gradient algorithm [39] with a momentum of 0.9, and fixed weight decay 0.0005. All weights of convolutional filters are initialized using the Xavier normalized initialization procedure [40] , all biases are initialized with constant 0. A batch size of 50 and an initial learning rate of 0.002 was used. The pre-training for a total 300 epochs, and divided the learning rate following a linear decay over training iteration. On the second stage of formal training, we initialize the network with the training results of the first stage, and learning rate set at 0.0001, 400 epochs for total training.
D. NETS TRAINING AND TESTING
The testing results under different loss functions are presented in Table 4 . For a fair comparison, the network architecture of the three schemes is identical, the difference lies in the use of different loss functions. Compared with nets using L2HingeLoss and SoftmaxWithLoss, our proposed loss function is significantly superior, and its classification accuracy is increased by 0.400% and 1.407% respectively. The reason for this difference is that, SoftmaxWithLoss layer minimizes cross-entropy and maximizes the log-likelihood of the generated probability distribution. While HingeLoss layer simply tries to find the maximum margin between data points of different classes [41] . In addition, we set class according to the partition depth linearly, as the class label increases, the image texture becomes more and more complex. Our proposed loss function makes use of this property; a misclassification penalty term is added to the L2 HingeLoss, which can suppress the misclassification, particularly suited for the task at hand. Those experimental data demonstrate that the performance gain is largely due to the superior regularization effects of the proposed loss function, rather than an advantage from better parameter optimization. Fig. 5 visualizes kernels of the first 3 × 3 convolutional layer under three loss functions. In order to facilitate 54666 VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 6. Original image and its feature maps extracted by the first 3 × 3 convolutional layer, which is trained by the proposed loss function.
graphical display, kernel's weights are linearly mapped to the interval of 0 (black) to 255 (white). Black is negative weights, white is positive weights and gray is zero. These low-level features learned from raw pixels represent the basic structure of image information. It can be seen from the distribution of weights, these kernels are efficient to detect singularities, such as end points, edges, and corners.
In fact, image features are extracted from the end-toend learning process. Thereby, the complex properties of the image signal which are hardly captured by hand-crafted features can be taken into consideration. In order to further understand the effectiveness of the proposed nets, we also plot the feature maps extracted by the first 3 × 3 convolutional layer, as shown in Fig. 6 . We can see that the trained convolutional kernels are capable of extracting complex features with different intensity and direction. As a trainable feature extractor, the proposed network shows flexibility and adaptability, which make it suitable and effectively used to the fast QTBT decision task.
V. FAST QTBT PARTITION METHOD BASED ON CNN A. FRAMEWORK OF THE PROPOSED FAST ALGORITHM
Unlike previous machine learning based algorithms, where they try to predict split/un-split at each depth level of CU [17] - [20] , [29] , [30] , which is not advisable for QTBT partition as analyzed in the introduction. In this work, we try to predict the depth range of the whole 32 × 32 CU directly, so as to select the corresponding minimum and maximum partition depth for QTBT partition. The framework of the proposed algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 7 , which is taking the deployment of CNN classifiers as part of the encoding process. Details are described as follows:
First, the raw image is evenly divided into a set of small patches (32 × 32) before QTBT partition, each patch just like a 32 × 32 CU. That is, a CTU (128 × 128) is comprised of 16 small patches, which are sent into the network for classification prediction.
Second, feature extraction and pattern classification are performed by the CNN networks to each patch. The proposed classifier makes decisions based on the properties of the current CU itself without other prior information or handcrafted features.
Third, based on the online classification results, the corresponding minimum and maximum partition depth is determined for each 32 × 32 CU. Then, the encoder looks for the optimal QTBT partition structure within the candidate depth range through RDO processes, which are explained as follows:
Step 1: At 128 × 128 LCU level, if the classification result is greater than ''1'' for anyone patches within CTU, it means that the CTU contains some textures or not very homogeneous, suitable for partitioning into smaller CUs. Hence, skipping 128×128 CU's RD cost calculation, divided into four 64 × 64 CUs via QT partition directly. Otherwise, using LCU and no longer split.
Step 2: At 64×64 CU level, if all patches within the current 64 × 64 CU are classified as ''0'' or ''1'', it means that the texture of the current 64 × 64 CU is smooth. So, calculate the RD cost of the 64×64 CU, and then go into step 3, to calculate the RD cost of each sub CUs. On the other hand, if CNN classification result is ''2'', ''3'' or ''4'' for anyone patches within current 64 × 64 CU, it means that current 64 × 64 CU contains some detail textures. So, skipping 64 × 64 CU's RD cost calculations, and directly divided it into four 32×32 CUs via QT partition.
Step 3: When entering the 32 × 32 CU level, the encoder will calculate RD cost for each partition depth within the candidate depth range, and finally determine the optimal QTBT partition structure through RDO process. Candidate partition depth range (QT and BT depth) for 32 × 32 CUs is shown as in Table 5 , which is set based on CNN classification results. The proposed fast scheme will skip or early terminate the partition process which outside the scope of candidate QT and BT depth ranges. For example, if the nets return value is ''3'', the corresponding minimum and maximum partition depth are set as QTDepth=3, BTDepth=0-3; and QTDepth=4, BTDepth=0. In this case, the proposed fast scheme can skip the RD cost calculation with QTDepth=0-2 and all binary-tree nodes belong to those quad-tree nodes. Moreover, the proposed fast scheme can early terminate the RD cost calculation with QTDepth=4, BTDepth=1-2. By skipping or terminating unnecessary RDO iteration, our fast algorithm effectively saves encoding time.
It should be pointed out that our proposed fast QTBT mode decision method is different from previous learning based methods [17] - [20] , [29] , [30] . In [17] - [20] , they suggest that VOLUME 6, 2018 there are too many types of CU partition classes and it is hard to be solved by a single classifier. So, multi kinds of SVM classifiers are designed according to the CUs size. In [30] , different CNN classifiers are trained for different CU sizes and QPs. In [29] , image pixels of each depth CUs are subsampled to a uniform matrix first, and then sent into the CNN nets, and encoder determines whether needing splitting at each depth level based on the CNN classification results. Considering the structural characteristics of QTBT partition that, quad-tree node will be further splitting by binary-tree, which supports deeper partition depth and a wide variety of partition shapes. This results in the fact that those fast algorithms for QT structure cannot be directly applied to QTBT structure. It also may be not desirable for fast algorithms to judge by layer or sampling to a uniform size. In order to overcome those challenges, we introduce a simple and effective strategy, that just perform classification at 32 × 32 level, and to predict the minimum and maximum partition depth within 32 × 32 CUs, through a single CNN network. This straightforward strategy turns out to be effective in practice.
B. TWO SETTINGS FOR CANDIDATE QTBT PARTITION RANGE
The proposed fast scheme also has the advantage of that it can make the trade-off between the RD performance and computational complexity by setting different partition method. One might be concerned with: how to set the candidate search range is appropriate for each class? We take full advantage of the characteristics of the QTBT block partition method and our category design method.
Firstly, in the QTBT structure, a same partition shape can be generated by different QTBT partition methods, as shown in Fig. 8 . What's more, our class setting is based on the maximum QTBT partition depth of sub CUs in a 32 × 32 CU, which represents the minimum splitting shapes. As a result, each category exists with different QTBT partition methods, with the same minimum splitting shape.
Secondly, though CU shapes are identical for the two partition methods, the RD performance differs from each other under intra coding [21] . As shown in Fig. 8(a) , when adopt combinations of binary-tree splitting partition straightforward, the upper-right sub CU may have better prediction quality, since it has more reference pixels from encoded left-down sub CU. That is to say, for the intra prediction, the coding performance may become better if more processing steps are selected (i.e. BT splitting is selected), which mainly results from different processing orders leading to different reference samples used for prediction.
Thirdly, the coding gain of the BT partition method is at the expense of a huge computational complexity. The deeper of the BT partition, the more computation is consumed. According to the common test condition (CTC) of JVET (i.e., maxBTDepth=3, MaxBTDepth=3, MinBTSize=4) [32] , the number of RDO calculations for BT partition at each QT level can be formulated as the following:
If parent QT node is 32 × 32, BTRDO_number
If parent QT node is 16 × 16, BTRDO_number
If parent QT node is 8 × 8, BTRDO_number
On the other hand, when restricting the maxBTDepth=2, we can also obtain similar block partition results through the combination of quad-tree plus binary-tree splitting indirectly, as shown in Fig. 8(b) . This avoids the most time consuming RDO calculations of BTDepth=3.
Based on the above analysis, our proposed method provides two different QTBT partition methods around the CNN classifier results, by considering the trade-off between the RD performance and computational complexity. Namely ''RD maintaining'' and ''Low complexity'', as shown in table 5. Our insight is that, if much more BT partition models checking is bypassed, more computational complexity is saved.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed fast QTBT decision algorithm has been integrated into the JVET reference test model JEM3.1. Experiments are carried out on the Dell Precision T5500, which equipped with Intel Xeon E5620 2.40 GHz processor and 8 GB RAM, and 64 bit Microsoft Windows 7 operating system. The experiments are conducted strictly following the CTC [32] , under All-Intra main configuration. Each test sequence is encoded in 100 frames using four QPs{22, 27, 32, and 37}. BD-PSNR and BD-rate are used to represent the average PSNR and bit rate differences [42] . Additionally, network time (NetT) is employed to measure the computational burden of CNN deployment in the proposed algorithm, which is defined in (9) . And average time saving (ATS) is employed to measure the encoding complexity saving, as defined in (10) .
A. OVERALL PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Experimental results are given in Table 6 . Compared with anchor JEM 3.1, our proposed fast coding method can achieve an averaged complexity reduction of 42.33% under ''RD Maintaining'' setting with 0.69% negligible BD-rate increase. Under ''Low Complexity'' setting, we achieve 62.08% average complexity reduction with 2.04% acceptable BD-rate increase. Fig. 9 shows the RD curves of various test sequences obtained by the proposed scheme. We can observe that the RD efficiency achieved by the proposed schemes is very close to that of the original JEM, since the curves overlap.
The main difference between ''RD Maintaining'' setting and ''Low Complexity'' setting lies in the different maxBTDepth setting. Specifically, under ''Low Complexity'' setting, we set a shallower BT partition depth and limit the maxBTDepth=2, to further reduce the computational complexity. While under ''RD Maintaining'' setting, the maxBTDepth=3 as default. Comparing the RD performance and computational complexity of these two settings, we can get the preliminary conclusion that, binary tree partition can achieve much better compression performance at the expense of largely increased encoding computational complexity.
B. GENERALIZATION ABILITY OF THE PROPOSED CNN CLASSIFIER
In table 6, sequences with ''*'' are videos whose 13 frames were used in the training phase. We observe comparable BD-rate increase and similar complexity reduction, when we compare sequences used for training and sequences that are not used for training. It can be observe from Table 6 and Table 7 that, from WQVGA to 4K resolution test video, our method's ATS, accuracy, and NET indicators are relatively stable, without significant fluctuations. This shows that our deep learning model has good generalization ability to various sequences with different content characteristics and resolutions. In addition, Fig. 10 shows encoding time saving of the proposed algorithm under different QPs, in which ''KristenAndSara'' stands for sequences with large homogeneous texture, ''Kimono'' stands for sequences with rich texture, ''Drums'' stands for typical 4K resolution video with rich texture and local fast motion. It can be seen from Fig.10 that, the proposed algorithm is able to achieve consistent time saving under different QPs compared to JEM anchor. These experimental results can prove the robustness of the proposed algorithm to various test sequences and QPs.
C. CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY AND ENCODING ACCURACY
As shown in Table 4 , the designed CNN classifier achieves very good classification accuracy on the cross validation set, with values about 84.5%. In addition, it is important to realize that misclassification only results in RD performance losses in those cases where optimal partition depth outside the scope of candidate depth range. For example, when class ''2'' was misclassified as ''0'', a misclassification was occurred, that prevents pursuing deeper partition, and causes that the RD performance degrades. On the other hand, when class ''0'' was misclassified as ''2'', the encoder can find the optimal partition depth at the end of RDO process, since its optimal partition depth still within the candidate depth range of class ''2''. Therefore, encoding accuracy will be higher than classification accuracy, and our proposed method can control the risk of misclassification within a certain range. In table 6, ''Accuracy'' column indicates the ratio that the optimal depth within the candidate depth range in the encoding process, we achieve 90.60% on average under ''RD Maintaining'' setting, higher than the classification accuracy shown in table 4. This proves that our fast partition algorithm has the ability of risk control, which can overcome the influence of misclassification to a certain extent. Under ''Low Complexity'' setting, our encoding accuracy is 79.88% on average which is slightly lower, mainly because we limit maxBTDepth=2, which is shallower than the default maximum BT partition depth, in order to save much more encoding complexity.
D. COMPUTATIONAL BURDEN OF CNN CLASSIFIER
Although increased network's depth and width tend to translate to quality gains for most tasks, computational efficiency is still enabling factors for our task, since our primary goal is to reduce the computation cost and to speed up the encoding process. In order to provide a fair comparison, our network is compiled and implemented using CPU and C++ during encoding, without GPU and CUDA, since JEM is implemented in C++ environment.
As for the computational burden of CNN classifier in the proposed framework, we can be clear from the table 6 ''NetT'' column, that the computational complexity of CNN added to the proposed algorithm is account 3.36% and 4.97% on average under ''RD Maintaining'' setting and ''Low Complexity'' setting respectively. These computational burdens are fully acceptable compared with the overall encoding time savings.
Additionally, in our proposed algorithm, the classification process of the CNN is independently from any prior encoding information. So, by decoupling the classification process from the encoding process, CNN classification could be carried out in parallel for all patches. Hence, our learning models can be applied in parallel to the video encoding process without introducing additional systematic latency.
E. COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART PROPOSALS
To further verify the performance of the proposed scheme, we compare it with the learning based method [8] , [21] and traditional method based on statistical correlation analysis [14] , [15] . Comparison results are shown in Table 7 .
In JVET-F0063 [14] , the proposed method skips the partition process of the second child block, when the RD cost of the parent block and the sub block satisfies the constraints. In JVET-D0077 [15] , the re-use of split decision and prediction mode is proposed, if the same block in the other partition choices have the same neighboring coded blocks. The method proposed in [14] and [15] can provide 11.5% and 13.05% encoding time reductions, with 0.05% and 0.08% BD-rate increase, respectively. Compared with the method in [14] and [15] , the contribution of our proposed algorithm is to significantly reduce the encoding complexity. The time saving of our ''Low Complexity'' algorithm is 3.8-5.6 times as that of [15] , and 3.3-4.8 times of [14] . Based on the accurate classification, our proposed fast scheme can skip or early terminate the partition process which outside the scope of candidate QT and BT depth ranges, thus greatly saving coding time.
Compared with our previous work [8] , we achieved better RD performance, which is mainly attributed to the more robust objective function used for network training. In [21] , a machine learning method is proposed based on a joint decision tree classifier, and efficiently reduces the computational complexity. For a fair comparison, we integrate their method into JVET reference software JEM 3.1, and evaluated under the JVET CTC [32] . Compared with the method proposed in [21] , our proposed algorithm outperforms both in RD performance and time savings. Under ''RD Maintaining'' setting, our proposed algorithm shows 1.71% less BD-rate loss and 2.28% more encoding time savings, when compared to [21] . Under ''Low Complexity'' setting, our proposed algorithm achieves 0.36% less BD-rate loss, and much more encoding time savings, which is 62.08% versus 40.05%. Empirically speaking, with the huge increase of CU shapes and modes in JVET, and data precision extends from 8 bit to 10 bit, the differences of characteristics between various CUs become smaller. This leads to the traditional algorithms [14] , [15] , [21] which are difficult to achieve a trade-off between computational complexity and RD performance. While our proposed deep learning based method can generate more discriminative representations compared to traditional handcrafted methods, which make it effectively used to the fast QTBT decision task for JVET.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel fast QTBT partition decision method based on CNN, in which the candidate QTBT partition depth is adaptively determined based on the properties of the current CU itself without other hand-crafted features. We modeled the partition depth range as multi classification problem, and set categories according to the maximum QTBT partition depth in a 32 × 32 block, which reflects the texture VOLUME 6, 2018 richness of the block. For training optimization, we propose an objective function consisting of a class penalty term and L2 HingeLoss function, which leverages the characteristics of category settings. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first framework to formulate the QTBT partition range as a multi classification task, and optimized by an end-toend learning model. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm is effective. Our ''RD maintaining'' setting can achieve 42.33% complexity reduction compared to the original JVET with only 0.69% BD-rate loss. Our ''Low complexity'' setting can achieve 62.08% complexity reduction with 2.04% BD-rate loss. Besides, the proposed algorithm exhibits applicability to various types of video sequences from WQVGA to 4K, which has a good practical application value. Future work will generalize the proposed framework to JVET inter prediction. Another direction is to further improve the classification accuracy, and accelerate CNN deployment simultaneously. 
